
Defensive Zone Coverage 

Playing Defense in Hockey is similar to other sports like basketball and soccer. The idea is to stay between the offense 
and the goal. 

The key to the zone Defense shown below is that each shaded area is a zone that a player is responsible for when the 
puck goes in it. This works because each defensive player is in their zone and everyone is covered. When defensive 
players start to stray from the zones, then the Defense breaks down and the other team can more easily create a scoring 
chance. 

If the person you are guarding leaves your zone, let your team mate know that there are 2 people in the zone. You can 

stay with the person but you need to be aware if another offensive player moves around and enters the zone you are 

guarding. 

Everyone is playing Defense when the other team has the puck. When playing Defense, each position is primarily 
responsible for certain areas in the zone. 
Defense usually means staying in position and waiting for the other team to make a mistake or turn over the puck. 
When challenging the person with the puck, force them towards the boards and try to cut off their passing lanes.  
 
When the offense attacks our goal, they are most dangerous when they can get to the center of the ice (the “slot”) or 
when they have clear passing lanes.

 

                      

 



 

The Center 

Center-men have the responsibility of supporting the Defensemen by battling in the slot, the front of the net, behind 
the net and in the corners.  As the attacking forwards cycle and move the puck around, the Center and two 
Defensemen should be working together to break up the flow of the attack. 

Communication is one of the most important skills that a hockey player possesses. Center-men are relied upon to keep 
their line-mates aware of the opposing team's attack as each play develops. Put simply, the Center-man patrols the 
defensive zone calling the shots and supporting the Defensemen as they battle for the puck. 

Do not just chase after the puck. This will cause players to get confused on who they need to guard. 

 

 

                 
 

 

 

 



The Defenders 

The key to the 2 defender's success is balance. 

 If one is on the left side, the other should be on the right.  
 If one is in the corner or behind the net, the other one should be in front of the net.  
 If the left defender is playing the person with the puck and they go behind the net and to the right side, the 

right side defender should move over to the left side.  

While the play is near the boards, the offside (side where the puck isn’t) defender should be watching out for: 

1. Players that setup in the crease  
2. Players trying to sneak in "backdoor"  

Defenders should be talking whenever possible letting the other know "I got the puck" or "watch backdoor" 

Both the left and right Defensemen and the Center-man are responsible for keeping the crease clear so the goaltender 
is able to see the puck at all times. The Defensemen must patrol the front of the net and protect their goalie from the 
opposing teams' forwards to give him an opportunity to stop the puck. 

It's important for Defensemen to force the attacking forwards to the outside (side boards) of the zone where the shots 
are low percentage (more difficult to score).  The best Defensemen have excellent gap control, which means that they 
are able to keep themselves close enough to an opposing player to neutralize them without getting so close that they 
can be burned without having space to recover. Always stay between your man and the net and keep him within 1 to 2 
sticks' length. 

The #1 rule for Defensemen in the defensive zone: never pass the puck up the middle. Move the puck up the boards to 
a winger, to the swinging Center-man, carry it out yourself or simply flip the puck up and out off of the glass. It's better 
to ice the puck than to force a pass up the middle of the defensive zone. 

 

 



The Wings 

Do not get sucked down to the red-line or the corners trying to help the defenders with a play.  

When you are playing in the defensive zone your team is trying to get the puck out (break out) and get into the 
offensive zone (the other teams end of the ice). When you are in the defensive zone you should generally stay between 
the blue line and the hash marks. You want to stay in that area for a few reasons: 

 To stop the other teams Defensemen from getting the puck and getting a shot on your goalie. 
 To get a break out pass from your own team member 
 To block shots or passes if the other team’s Defensemen does have the puck. 
 To intercept passes and break out. 

In the defensive zone, wingers have the responsibility of guarding the point-man (opposing team's Defenseman) on 
their side of the ice. So the left winger guards the opposing right Defenseman and the right winger guards the opposing 
left Defenseman. The wingers typically patrol the area from the blue line to the half boards, to the high slot. When the 
puck is on the left wing side, the right winger should shift over to cover the high slot, and vice versa. 

The key to playing solid defensive hockey as a winger is to stay between the man you're covering and your own net at 
all times, especially if you're playing man-to-man Defense. Gap control is something that Defensemen must learn to 
execute with precision, but all players must understand the importance of gap control as it pertains to their specific 
position, especially in the defensive zone. Wingers must always be within 1 to 2 sticks' length of the Defenseman who 
they are guarding. Maintaining good gap control allows you to quickly cover passing lanes and block shots, quickly 
reacting to plays as they develop. 

 

 

  



Transition from Defense to Offense and Break-Out 

 

If everyone plays their position correctly and responsibly we will create a turnover and gain possession of the 

puck.  At that time we switch from playing Defense to offense – this is called “transition”.  When we gain 

control of the puck our job is to get the puck out of our defensive zone, move it up the ice into our offensive 

zone and create a scoring chance.  There are a number of set plays meant to do this.  This is called a ”break-

out”.  Since each player has a position and area they are responsible for we are able to use these positions 

during the break-out. 

What some players don’t realize is that by knowing your position and knowing your plays you will become a 

“faster” player. A hockey player that plays his position well could be physically slower than every player on the 

ice, but by being in the right spot and making the right plays he could still have an advantage over the fastest 

player on the ice. 

 

Break-Out Plays 

Shown below are 5 breakouts that show various methods of getting the puck out of the defensive zone and 
transitioning from Defense to offense.  Keep in mind that the defensive zone is shown so if you know where to 
be on the ice in the defensive zone, you can see where and how to get the puck moving up ice. 

Things to remember: 

1) MOVE – keep your feet moving and go to open ice! 
2) KEEP YOUR HEAD UP - Head’s up so you can see passing lanes, open ice 

and that Defenseman that is headed for you! 
3)  KEEP YOUR STICK DOWN – You can’t catch a pass if your stick isn’t on 

the ice! 
4) HUSTLE – you have to move fast and get to open ice to support your 

teammates and get open for a pass 

 

 

 

 

 



Up – Hockey Breakout 

In this breakout D1 is moving for the puck and D2 has an eye on the play. D2 will call “UP” to D1 letting him 
know that the best play is to turn up the strong side of the ice and pass the puck to the winger on the boards 
(LW). If the winger is tied up while D1 is moving with the puck the Center-man is there for support and D1 can 
also make the pass to C. 

The best time to use this breakout is when the other team has players near the net or behind the net (or 
moving to that zone) and the best option is to move the puck right away up the strong side of the ice. 

C is there for support (another option for D1) and RW will move across the ice to provide support once LW 
gets the puck. 

Forwards will move the puck up ice and use each other for passing outlets to bring the puck into the offensive 
zone. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OVER – Hockey Breakout 

In this situation D1 has moved to pick up the puck, while D2 is reading the other teams position. D2 recognizes 
that the other team has flooded one side of the ice so he calls “OVER” to D1. This tells D1 that the best play is 
to pass the puck behind the net to D2 (A direct pass is ideal, but a bank pass can be made as well) 

Caution: In this play it is important that D1 makes the pass quickly to D2, some players may try to skate with 
the puck towards D2 before making the pass, however this would carry the pressure over to D2′s side and 
could result in a turnover. 

The best time to use this breakout is when the other team has flooded D1′s side of the ice and D2 can quickly 
move to get a pass behind the net. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



WHEEL – Hockey Breakout 

In this situation D1 is moving for the puck (or has the puck) and he has a step on the forechecker. D2 yells 
“WHEEL” to tell D1 to skate with the puck around the net. D2 should stay in position as a “pick” so that the 
forechecker cannot easily cut across the top of the crease and check D1 on the other side. D1 should use the 
net as a screen by cutting close to net while skating behind it (not giving the forechecker room to check him, 
or get a step). D2 holds position in front of the net until D1 makes a pass, or skates the puck up ice. RW 
provides an option for a pass, C supports low giving D1 another option for a pass, LW moves across the ice. 

The best time to use this breakout is when D1 has some speed, and the other team does not have pressure 
down low. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Reverse – Hockey Breakout 

The Reverse is a good “plan-b” for the WHEEL breakout. In this situation D1 has started to skate the puck 
behind then net, however there is a forechecker right behind him and checking hard. D2 yells “REVERSE” 
signaling D1 to bank the puck hard off the boards (and behind the forechecker) to D2 

C gives support by moving with D1, and then back low through the slot after the reverse pass is made, LW 
moves inside initially (anticipating the pass to RW) but then moves back to the boards when the reverse pass 
is made to receive a breakout pass, RW moves to prepare for the UP pass, however when the reverse pass is 
made he moves across the ice to support the breakout. 

D2 can pass to LW or C 

The best time to use this breakout is when D1 initiates a WHEEL breakout, but cannot complete it due to a 
quick forechecker right on his tail. 

 

 

 

 



RIM – Hockey Breakout 

The RIM breakout is used when the other team is forechecking hard and the best option is to send the puck 
hard around the boards to the winger. D1 gets the puck and quickly rims it around the boards to RW. C 
supports from underneath while LW moves across the ice to support. 

“Against teams who pinch down with their Defense on rimmed pucks, the wingers who receive the rim must 
be able to protect the puck, control it, and then move it to support. In this situation, RW must be able to 
control the puck and make a play, skate with the puck, or chip it behind the pinching Defenseman. As 
mentioned earlier, the ability to get pucks off the boards under pressure is a skill that also involves a 
component of toughness” – Ryan Walter & Mike Johnston 

Caution: D1 and D2 need to be on the same page here so either D1 or D2 should call “RIM” otherwise either 
Defensemen could confuse the breakout with the OVER play. 

It is better to make direct passes, many newer players will ALWAYS rim the puck as it is the easiest way to 
send it up the ice. Usually it’s laziness so I try to make smart plays and direct passes, although sometimes the 
RIM breakout could be the best play. 

 

 

 



Offensive Zone Responsibilities 

Each player has responsibilities in the offensive zone that will help to make sure we are able to generate 

scoring chances.  If each player does their job the end result will be a scoring chance and hopefully a goal. 

The Center 

In the offensive zone (as in other zones) the Center-man’s job is to offer support to the other team members. 
A good “general area” to hang out until you are needed is in the slot on whatever side the puck is on. 
Remember to always keep your feet moving and always be skating; this makes it easier to get going when you 
need to! 

While you are in front of the net you will be reading the play, keep an eye on what the other team is doing and 
what your team is doing. If your winger has possession of the puck get open in front and call for a pass. 
Remember your other winger will also be trying to get open in front of the net so don’t block him. If your 
other winger is close to the net then go to the high slot, if your winger is in the high slot then go to the 
“backdoor” of the net or if you think your winger will get a pass and shoot just screen the goalie and be there 
for the garbage goal (rebounds). 

If your winger does not have possession of the puck then read the play, will he get possession? If you are 
unsure get a bit closer so you can help him out if help is needed. Remember you are the support guy, so if 
your winger is getting double teamed along the boards get in there and dig for the puck to help him out. 

Remember to give your players options if your winger has the puck and is looking for a pass either get open in 
front of the net, or head behind the net so your winger can cycle the puck back to you. If the winger is heading 
up the boards and cycles the puck back to you then look for him moving to the net, this is a great way for the 
winger to shake the D and then get open and then you can feed him the puck for a shot on net. 

Centers are the "commanders" of the offensive attack. Wingers and Centers have very similar roles in the offensive 
zone. All 3 forwards should be working towards the common goal of causing confusion and trouble for the 
opposing defenders and goaltender. This is accomplished by moving constantly in and out of the slot and crease 
area, cycling the puck in the corners and behind the net, frequently changing the point of attack which will keep 
the goalie and opposing defenders guessing. This will give you and your line mates time and space to execute your 
offensive attack. 

The Center-man's most important role is to be continually assessing the play and communicating with his line 
mates to make sure that they are always prepared to react. As a Center-man, you must be willing to be the first 
one into the trenches and the first one back into the defensive zone. The Center not only has the "freedom" to 
roam around each part of the ice surface, it's his responsibility to support his line mates in every situation; whether 
it's in the corner digging for loose pucks, in front of the net battling for position or pressuring the Defensemen on 
the forecheck. The Center should be the hardest/smartest working player on the ice. 

 

 

 

 



The Wings 

When you are in the offensive zone your team is trying to score a goal. You will mainly play in the corner, 
inside the circle, and in front of the net. When the puck goes into your corner it is your job to get it out. If the 
puck is in your corner you have a few options, the most common and usually the best options are. 

 Carry the puck out and get a shot on net (your Center-men or other winger should be there for a 
rebound). 

 Look for a man in front of the net and set him up with a pass 
 Look to see if the D is open, if so give them the puck. 
 Carry the puck up the boards a bit and cycle it back.  

Sometimes when the puck is in your corner the other teams Defense will get there first, as it is their job to get 
the puck out. If this happens you can try to take the puck from them, or tie them up and wait for your Center-
men to help you out. A good trick is to put your knee between their legs and press them up against the 
boards; this makes it hard for them to move the puck. 

If the puck is in the other corner then you have a few new jobs. When the puck is in the other corner you can. 

 Go to the net and look for a pass from the winger 
 If your winger looks like he is going to be tied up you could skate behind the net and call for a pass 
 If it looks like the other team may get the puck you could skate to the hash marks and try to cover a 

man / take away a pass. 
 If the other team does clear the puck being closer to the blue line makes it easier to back check. 
 Do not go into the other winger’s corner.  If your other winger is in trouble, it is the job of the Center-

men to help him out. 

Wingers have an important role in the offensive zone. When the attacking team has possession of the puck in the 
offensive zone, the wingers should constantly be moving in and out of the slot, cycling the puck in the corners and 
wreaking havoc in the crease. 

As soon as one of your teammates is ready to tee up a shot, break to the net and try to screen the goaltender. Look 
for deflections and rebounds because the majority of the goals scored in hockey are on 2nd and 3rd attempts. The 
guys who are willing to park out in front of the goaltender will be the ones getting on the score sheet most often. 
You'll take a beating in the crease, but the results will be well worth it. 

The Center-man and the wingers must always be aware of one another and should always make sure that at least 
one of them is positioned up high, somewhere between the top of the circles and the faceoff dots, able to jump 
back and help out defensively if the puck is turned over. You'll hear the term "one man high" fairly often out on the 
ice. It's crucial to play smart defensive hockey in every zone, even when you're on the offensive attack. 

 

 

 

 

 



Defenders 

In the offensive zone, Defensemen provide backside support to the forwards who are working down low to create 
scoring chances. The D-men stand guard near the blue line where they make every effort to keep the puck inside 
the attack zone. Teams that move the puck well will use their point-men to spread out the opposition and generate 
shots from the blueline through traffic. When the puck is shot from the point, it's usually best to keep it low and 
hard so the forwards can screen the goaltender and pick-up the rebounds more easily. 

When the puck is turned over to the other team, the Defensemen must make a judgment call as to whether or not 
they should hold their position at the blue line and try to prevent the opposition from breaking out or drop back to 
take a safer defensive position. Stepping up to prevent the opposition from breaking out is called pinching. Great 
Defensemen know when it's appropriate to pinch and when it's better to drop back and allow the opposition to 
carry the puck out so they don't get burned at the blue line. 

Timing is everything. As a rule of thumb, unless you're 90% sure that you'll come out with the puck on a pinch, it's 
safer to drop back into a defensive posture. When the puck is on your defensive partner's half of the ice, swing to 
the middle and provide support on the strong side. This will help you close the gap on the opposition as they try to 
clear the puck and will give your partner another passing option. 

The key to playing well as a Defenseman in the offensive zone is to keep it as simple as possible. The blue lines are 
the most dangerous areas on the ice. Turnovers at the blue lines often lead to odd-man rushes going the other 
direction so don't get too fancy when you're playing the puck at the blue line. Get it deep, move it to someone 
down low, put it on net or hold it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



  



 



 


